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Abstrat
We alulate expliitly the normal zeta funtion of the free group of
lass two on four generators, denoted by F2,4. This has Hirsh length
ten.
1 Introdution
A zeta funtion of a group is a tool used in innite group theory to understand
subgroup growth, the study of the properties of the sequene (an(G))n∈N,
where an(G) enodes the number of subgroups of index n in a nitely gener-
ated innite group G. By studying analyti properties of the zeta funtion
ζ≤G(s) =
∞∑
n=1
a≤n (G)n
−s,
where
a≤n (G) = |{H ≤ G : |G : H| = n}|,
we hope to get algebrai information about the group.
We an dene a normal zeta funtion
ζ⊳G(s) =
∞∑
n=1
a⊳n(G)n
−s
1
by the additional ondition that we ount only normal subgroups of G, so
a⊳n(G) = |{H ⊳ G : |G : H| = n}|.
In the example in this paper we alulate a zeta funtion of a nitely
generated torsion-free nilpotent group  we all these the T-groups  and
the nilpoteny gives us the extra feature that for ∗ ∈ {⊳,≤} the zeta funtion
deomposes as an Euler produt of loal fators (also known as the loal zeta
funtions) over primes p
ζ∗G(s) =
∏
p
ζ∗G,p(s)
where
ζ∗G,p(s) =
∞∑
n=0
a∗pn(G)p
−ns.
One of the main results in [6℄ was to prove that these loal zeta funtions
are rational funtions in p−s. Moreover, in [6℄ it is proved that the zeta
funtions of the free nilpotent groups of lass two are uniform; this means
that for almost all, that is, for all but nitely many, primes p the loal fator
is the same for eah prime. It should be noted that this is not always the
ase, there are examples of zeta funtions whose loal fators don't fall into
even nitely many lasses for primes p. The ellipti urve example by du
Sautoy disussed in [1℄ and [3℄ explains why the the loal fators of a zeta
funtion depend on the points on an ellipti urve modulo p.
More generally, in [5℄ du Sautoy and Grunewald link the theory of zeta
funtions of groups to the lassial problem of ounting points on varieties.
Theorem 1.1 (du Sautoy, Grunewald). Let G be a nitely generated
nilpotent innite group. Then there exist an algebrai variety Y dened
over Q, onsisting of nitely many irreduible omponents Vi, i ∈ T , dened
over Q. All these irreduible omponents are smooth and interset normally.
There also exist rational funtions PI(x, y) ∈ Q(x, y) for eah I ⊆ T with the
property that for almost all primes p
ζ∗G,p(s) =
∑
I⊆T
dI,pPI(p, p
−s), (1)
where
dI,p = |{a ∈ Y (Fp) : a ∈ Vi ⇔ i ∈ I}| (2)
and Y means the redution mod p of the variety Y .
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However this theorem still has mainly theoretial meaning. One of the
big questions reently has been to desribe whih varieties appear in the
deomposition. In [1℄ and [3℄ we saw that a zeta funtion of a ertain group
depends on the number of Fp-points on an ellipti urve. In this paper we an
add Fano varieties of linear spaes to the list of varieties we need to onsider
in this ontext. But even so, we need to be very areful, as we shall see in
this example. Not all points on the Fano variety of planes appear in the zeta
funtion. Only one of the two rulings of planes gets piked up by the zeta
funtion.
In some sense this work an also be onsidered as a generalisation of Voll's
work in [13℄ and [12℄. In the paper [13℄ he proves that a loal normal zeta
funtion satises a funtional equation of the form
ζ⊳G,p(s)|p 7→p−1 = (−1)
lpm−ns · ζ⊳G,p(s),
for some l, m, n ∈ N, if the Pfaan hypersurfae assoiated to the group is
smooth, absolutely irreduible and does not ontain lines. The example that
we shall present in this paper however involves a group whose assoiated
Pfaan is smooth, ontains lines and planes, and still satises a funtional
equation of the same form.
Apart from the pure interest in suh a standard example as a nilpotent
free group, this alulation has appliation to the problem of ounting p-
groups. As du Sautoy explains in [2℄, ounting normal subgroups in the free
lass c nilpotent groups on d generators is intimately related to ounting p-
groups of lass c on d generators  the latter being identiable by quotients
of the former.
In addition to giving an expliit alulation of the normal zeta funtion
of F2,4, we shall do it in a systemati and theoretial manner whih hopefully
leads to a better theoretial understanding about the shape of the funtion
and its poles. In a future paper [10℄ I shall onsider the more general ase,
where the Pfaan is assumed to be smooth.
This result was already announed in [13℄.
It also should be noted that no omputer alulations are used in this
example. If one tried to alulate this example using p-adi integrals, the one
onditions would ontain 53 polynomial equations and involve 55 variables.
Thanks are due to Luke Woodward who generated these onditions for me.
1.1 Results
Let F2,d be the free lass two, d generator nilpotent group. F2,d = Fd/γ3(Fd),
where Fd is the free group on d generators and γ3(Fd) is the third term in
3
the lower entral series of Fd. F2,d has a presentation
F2,d = 〈x1, . . . , xd, y1, . . . , y d(d−1)
2
: [x1, x2] = y1, [x1, x3] = y2, . . . , [xd−1, xd] = y d(d−1)
2
〉,
with the onvention that generators not appearing expliitly in the relations
are assumed to ommute. Note that for this group [F2,d, F2,d] = Z(F2,d).
To start with, let us reall from [6℄ what the normal zeta funtions of
smaller examples of the lass two nilpotent free groups look like. The two
generator one is isomorphi to the Heisenberg group and has loal normal
zeta funtion
ζ⊳F2,2,p(s) =
1
(1− p−s)(1− p1−s)(1− p2−3s)
.
The global zeta funtion ζ⊳F2,2(s) =
∏
p ζ
⊳
F2,2,p
(s) has absissa of onvergene
2. The normal zeta funtion of F2,3 is
ζ⊳F2,3,p(s) =
1 + p3−3s + p4−3s + p6−5s + p7−5s + p10−8s
(1− p−s)(1− p1−s)(1− p2−s)(1− p5−3s)(1− p8−5s)(1− p9−6s)
.
The global zeta funtion has absissa of onvergene 3.
In order to write the normal zeta funtion of F2,4 in a reasonable form 
an expliit expression would take two and half pages of polynomial formula
 we need to introdue some notation and terminology. We shall get bak
to these denitions later and terminology will be made more preise.
Denition 1.2. The Igusa fator with n variables U = (U1, . . . , Un) is de-
ned to be
In(U) =
∑
I⊆{1,...,n}
bI(p
−1)
∏
i∈I
Ui
1− Ui
,
where bI(p) is the number of Fp-points on a ag variety of type I, this is a
polynomial in p, whih an be written in terms of p-binomial oeients and
is independent of the prime p.
The preise denition of a ag variety of type I will be given in 2.2.
Example 1.3. In the above, we an write
ζ⊳F2,3,p(s) = ζZ3,p(s)ζp(6s− 9) · I2(U1, U2),
where U1 = p
8−5s
and U2 = p
5−3s, and ζp(s) =
1
1−p−s
denotes a loal fator of
the Riemann zeta funtion.
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Let us denote by d = h(F ab2,4) = 4 the torsion-free rank of the abelianisa-
tion and by d′ = h(Z(F2,4)) = 6 the torsion-free rank of the entre, whih is
also an abelian group. In the general ase of free lass two nilpotent groups
d will be number of generators and d′ = d(d−1)
2
.
As will be explained later, to eah lass two nilpotent group we an nat-
urally assoiate a Pfaan hypersurfae in Pd
′−1
. Let di be the dimension
and ci the odimension of the Fano variety of the (i− 1)-dimensional linear
subspaes on the Pfaan. Then ni = ci + di is the dimension of the variety
of (i− 1)-dimensional linear subspaes in Pd
′−1
.
Denition 1.4. We all a rational funtion of the form
Ei(Xi, Yi) =
p−diYi − p
−niXi
(1−Xi)(1− Yi)
the ith exeptional fator with variables Xi and Yi.
With the above denitions we an now write down an expression for the
zeta funtion of F2,4. It does show some struture, whih would be ompletely
missing if the zeta funtion were to be written expliitly.
Theorem 1.5. The loal normal zeta funtion of F2,4 is for (almost) all
primes p
ζ⊳F2,4,p(s) = ζZ4,p(s)ζp(10s−24)·(W0(p, p
−s)+n1(p)W1(p, p
−s)+n2(p)W2(p, p
−s)+n3(p)W3(p, p
−s))
where
n1(p) = (p
2 + 1)(p2 + p+ 1),
n2(p) = (p+ 1)(p
2 + 1)(p2 + p+ 1),
n3(p) = (p
2 + 1)(p+ 1),
and
Wi(X, Y ) = I5−i(X5, . . . , Xi+1)Ei(Xi, Yi)Ii−1(Yi−1, . . . , Y1)
for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, with the onvention that E0 = I−1 = I0 = 1. The numerial
data are
Xi = p
i(10−i)−(4+i)s
Y1 = p
8−3s
Y2 = p
13−5s
Y3 = p
15−6s.
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One an alulate the losed expression of this zeta funtion where every-
thing is put over a ommon denominator. However, it is not done here, sine
the numerator is a polynomial with 490 terms and the whole zeta funtion
would take more than two pages to write out. We an read o the degree of
polynomial subgroup growth from the expression above.
Corollary 1.6. The absissa of onvergene of the global zeta funtion is 4.
This is still the torsion-free rank of the abelianisation. However, for F2,5
the absissa is bigger than 5, whih an be dedued for instane from Theorem
1.3 in [9℄.
Corollary 1.7. The funtion satises a funtional equation of the form
ζ⊳F2,4,p(s)|p 7→p−1 = p
45−14s · ζ⊳F2,4,p(s).
This is of the form onjetured to hold for all lass two normal zeta
funtions, see setion 5.
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2 Theory behind the alulation
The lass two nilpotent groups split naturally into two parts, the derived
group and the abelianisation. With free lass two groups we even have G′ =
[G,G] = Z(G). By the Mal'ev orrespondene there is a Lie algebra = (G)
over Z onstruted as the image under log of G.
For a Lie algebra , and ∗ ∈ {≤, ⊳}, we dene the zeta funtion
ζ∗(s) =
∞∑
n=1
a∗n()n
−s
where a∗n() is the number of subalgebras or ideals of of index n. Then we
have the following theorem
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Theorem 2.1 ([6℄). Let G be a nitely generated nilpotent group. For ∗ ∈
{≤, ⊳} and almost all primes p
ζ∗G,p(s) = ζ
∗
(G),p(s).
This allows us to onentrate on ounting in a ring setting, whih is
usually easier than the orresponding group setting.
Aording to [6℄ (Lemma 6.1) for lass two normal zeta funtions it is
enough to run over the latties of the entre of the group (or Lie algebra) in
order to alulate the zeta funtion. In partiular, if for eah lattie Λ′ ⊆ ′
we dene X(Λ′)/Λ′ := Z(/Λ′), then
ζ⊳(s) =ζZd(s)
∑
Λ′⊆′
|′ : Λ′|d−s| : X(Λ′)|−s
We an also use the loal version of this lemma by onsidering p = ⊗ZZp.
An ideal of a nite index in p orresponds to an ideal of a p-power index in
. We shall all a lattie Λ′ ⊆ Zd
′
p maximal if p
−1Λ′ 6⊆ Zd
′
p . It is enough to
onsider only maximal latties of p-power index, sine if Λ′ is not maximal,
then in general, Λ′ = prd′Λ′max, where Λ
′
max is maximal in its lass. Now
|′p : Λ
′| = pd
′rd′ |′p : Λ
′
max|
and
|p : X(Λ
′)| = pdrd′ |p : X(Λ
′
max)|.
Then we have
ζ⊳,p(s) = ζ
⊳
p
(s) =ζZdp(s)
∑
Λ′⊆′p
|′p : Λ
′|d−s|p : X(Λ
′)|−s
=ζZdp(s)ζp((d+ d
′)s− dd′)A(p, p−s),
where
A(p, p−s) =
∑
Λ′⊆′p
Λ′maximal
|′p : Λ
′|d−s|p : X(Λ
′)|−s. (3)
Reall from [12℄ the denition of the weight funtions
w(Λ′) := logp(|
′
p : Λ
′|)
w′(Λ′) := w(Λ′) + logp(|p : X(Λ
′)|).
Put T := p−s. Then we an write our generating funtion as
A(p, T ) =
∑
Λ′⊆′p,maximal
pdw(Λ
′)Tw
′(Λ′). (4)
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Let us onsider p and a lattie Λ
′ ∈ ′p
∼= Zd
′
p . In order to do the ount-
ing eetively, we enumerate the latties in the entre using the elementary
divisor type. The latties maximal in their lass have elementary divisor
types (1, prd′−1, prd′−2+rd′−1 , . . . , pr1+r2+···+rd′−1), where ri ≥ 0. Let us denote
by {i1, . . . , in}< the ordered set where i1 < i2 < . . . il. Then the type of
lattie is given by ν(Λ′) = (I, rI) where
I = {i1, . . . il}< ⊆ {1, . . . , d
′ − 1}, rI = (ri1 , . . . , ril)
and I = {ij ∈ {1, . . . , d
′ − 1} : rij > 0}.
This way we have the same enumeration for the latties, and for the
weight funtions depending on the latties' types. From these denitions
and the above notation for the latties we have immediately
w(Λ′) =
∑
i∈I
iri.
Denition 2.2. A ag of type I in Pd
′−1(Fp), I ⊆ {1, . . . , d
′−1} is a sequene
(Vij )ij∈I of inident vetor spaes
Pd
′−1(Fp) > Vi1 > · · · > Vil > {0}
with codimFp(Vij) = ij − ij−1 in the vetor spae Vij−1 . The ags of
type I form a projetive variety FI , whose number of Fp-points is given by
bI(p) ∈ Z[p] a polynomial whose leading term equals p
dimFI
and an be easily
expressed as a produt of p−binomial oeients. Using duality properties
of p-binomial oeients we observe that
bI(p
−1) = p− dimFI bI(p).
SLd′(Zp) ats transitively on maximal latties of an elementary divisor
type
(1, prd′−1, prd′−2+rd′−1 , . . . , pr1+r2+···+rd′−1)
relative to the standard lattie.
Let Gν denote the stabiliser of the diagonal matrix
diag(1, prd′−1 , prd′−2+rd′−1, . . . , pr1+r2+···+rd′−1) in SLd′(Zp). Then by the
orbit-stabiliser theorem we have
{maximal latties of type ν}
1−1
↔ SLd′(Zp)/Gν .
Thus we identify a maximal lattie Λ′ with the pair (ν, αGν) onsisting of
its partition of elementary divisors and the respetive oset of the stabiliser
Gν .
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Let α ∈ SLd′(Zp) and I be a type of a lattie Λ
′
. Let α denote the
redution mod p and dene vetor spaes for ij ∈ I, I = {i1, . . . , il}<,
Vij = 〈α
i1, . . . , αij〉 < Pd
′−1(Fp)
We observe that codimFp(Vij ) = ij − ij−1.
Following Voll we all the ag (Vi)i∈I of type I the ag assoiated with Λ
′
if
ν(Λ′) = I and Λ′ orresponds to the oset αGν under the 1-1 orrespondene.
Denition 2.3. Given a xed ag variety FI of type I = {i1, . . . , il}< on
Pd
′−1
, then we all a maximal lattie Λ′ of type J = {j1, . . . , jk}< where k ≥ l
a lift of FI if its assoiated ag (Vj)j∈J ontains FI , I ⊆ J and im = jm for
m = 1, . . . , l.
The reason we dene these is that we an desribe |p : X(Λ
′)| by set of
polynomial equations.
Theorem 2.4 (Voll [13℄). Let Λ′ orrespond to the oset αGν under the
orrespondene dened above, where α ∈ SL6(Zp) with olumn vetors α
j
,
j = 1, . . . , 6. Then |p : X(Λ
′)| equals the index of the kernel of the following
system of linear ongruenes in p/
′
p:
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 6} g¯M(αj) ≡ 0 mod pri+···+r6 (5)
where g¯ = (g¯1, . . . , g¯4) ∈ p/
′
p
∼= Z4p.
From this it is lear that we need to separate ases whenM(αj) is singular
and when it is not. The spae of singular matries an be desribed using the
Pfaan hypersurfae, whih is dened by the vanishing of the determinant
of the matrix of relations det(M(y)) = 0.
In addition to the above two weight funtions we need to dene the mul-
tipliity funtion µ whih measures how many latties there are of eah given
type.
Denition 2.5. Let Λ′ be a lattie of type I. The multipliity of Λ′, denoted
by µ(Λ′) is the number of latties of type I divided by the number of points
on the ag variety of type I.
We an alulate the multipliity µ(Λ′) by dening the funtion mu (as a
`measure´ or a multipliity) to measure the size of the set of x ∈ pZp/(p
a) of
a xed p-adi valuation as follows:
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Denition 2.6. Let a, b be positive integers. We dene a funtion µ of a
and b as
µ(a, b) = | {x ∈ pZp/(p
a) : vp(x) = b} | =


1 if a = b
pa−b(1− p−1) if a > b
0 otherwise.
(6)
This denition extends naturally also to a vetor b = (b1, . . . , bn). We
denote µ(a,b) = | {x ∈ pZp/(p
a) : vp(xi) = bi} | = µ(a; b1, b2, b3, . . . , bn) =
µ(a, b1)µ(a, b2) . . . µ(a, bn).
Now we an alulate the multipliity of latties of a given type I.
Lemma 2.7. Let Λ′ be a lattie of type I orresponding to the oset αGν
under the 1-1 orrespondene. Let aij be the ij-entry of α (in the ith olumn
from the right and (j-1)th row from the bottom). Then the multipliity of Λ′
is
µ(Λ′) =
∏
i∈I
j∈I
j≤i
∑j
k=i rk∑
aij=1
µ(
j∑
k=i
rk, aij) = p
− dimFIp
∑
i∈I(d
′−i)iri .
Proof. A simple omputation using the orbit-stabiliser theorem.
3 The group and its Pfaan hypersurfae
The free lass two nilpotent group on 4 generators has the following presen-
tation
F2,4 =〈x1, x2, x3, x4, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6 : [x1, x2] = y1, [x1, x3] = y2,
[x1, x4] = y3, [x2, x3] = y4, [x2, x4] = y5, [x3, x4] = y6〉.
We an also write the ommutator struture in the form of the matrix of
relations as
M(y) =


0 y1 y2 y3
−y1 0 y4 y5
−y2 −y4 0 y6
−y3 −y5 −y6 0

 .
Then the presentation is given by
F2,4 =〈x1, x2, x3, x4, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6 : [xi, xj ] = M(y)ij〉.
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The Pfaan hypersurfae is dened by the square-root of the determinant
of the matrix of relations M(y); in this ase it is dened by the equation
y1y6 − y2y5 + y3y4 = 0. (7)
This is a smooth quadri four-fold in P5. It is a fat (see e.g. Theorem 22.13
in [7℄) that a smooth quadri of dimension m ontains linear subspaes only
up to dimension less than or equal to m/2, thus the linear subspaes lying on
the Pfaan hypersurfae P assoiated with F2,4 are points, lines and planes,
these are also smooth by the above mentioned Theorem 22.13 . As we an
nd, for example from from [8℄ p. 5, there are P1(p) = (p
2 + 1)(p2 + p + 1)
points, P2(p) = (p+1)(p
2+1)(p2+ p+1) lines and P3(p) = 2(p
2+1)(p+1)
planes over Fp. There are two rulings of planes, whih again is from the
general theory of quadris, see Theorem 22.14 in [7℄.
Thus the dierent lifts of xed ags that lie on the Pfaan hypersurfae
(Reall Denition 2.3) and an ause dierent ongruene onditions and
weight funtions are the following:
1. The lattie Λ′ lifts the ag 〈α1〉, whih onsists of a point on the Pfaf-
an. Note that the line 〈α1, α2〉 does not lie on the quadri four-fold in
this ase.
2. (a) The lattie Λ′ lifts the ag 〈α1, α2〉, whih onsists of a line on the
Pfaan.
(b) Λ′ lifts the ag 〈α1, α2〉 ≥ 〈α1〉, whih is a line-point pair on the
Pfaan.
3. (a) Λ′ lifts the ag 〈α1, α2, α3〉, whih onsists of a plane on the Pfaf-
an.
(b) Λ′ lifts the ag 〈α1, α2, α3〉 ≥ 〈α1, α2〉, whih onsists of a plane-
line pair on the Pfaan.
() Λ′ lifts the ag 〈α1, α2, α3〉 ≥ 〈α1〉, onsisting of a plane-point pair
on the Pfaan.
(d) Λ′ lifts the ag 〈α1, α2, α3〉 ≥ 〈α1, α2〉 ≥ 〈α1〉, whih is a xed
plane-line-point triplet on the Pfaan.
3.1 Weight funtions
In this setion we onsider dierent types of latties and what kind of weight
funtions w′(Λ′) we obtain following the above geometri list.
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The easiest ase is when a lattie lifts a ag no part of whih lies on the
Pfaan hypersurfae, so all the matries M(αi) are non-singular and the
ongruene onditions redue to:
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 6} g¯ ≡ 0 mod pri+···+r5 .
The weight funtion w′(Λ′) =
∑
i∈I(4 + i)ri depends only on the lattie's
type.
Now we need to onsider the onditions on the Pfaan as listed above.
The easiest of them is that a lattie Λ′ lifts a xed point x ∈ P5(Fp) on the
Pfaan hypersurfae.
Lemma 3.1 (Voll, Proposition 4 in [13℄). Let x ∈ P, and let Λ′ be a
lattie lifting this xed point. Then the weight funtion is w′(Λ′) =
∑
i∈I(4+
i)ri − 2min{r1, vp(a11)}. This depends on more than the lattie's type, but it
is independent of the point x hosen.
Proof. (Proposition 4 in [13℄)
Let α1 = (a11, a12, . . . , a16) ∈ P
5(Zp/p
r1) and α1 = (0, 1, . . . , 1) mod p.
Then we an hoose loal oordinates suh that around any of the n1(p)
points of the Pfaan hypersurfae mod p the ongruene onditions look
like
g ·


0 a11 0 0
−a11 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

 ≡ 0 mod pr1+···+r5
g ≡ 0 mod pr2+···+r5 .
It an be read o that the weight funtion is w′(Λ′) =
∑
i∈I(4 + i)ri −
2min{r1, vp(a11)}.
With lines we have the following situation: The variety of lines is smooth
and irreduible, and all lines belong to the same family, so it is enough to
onsider one given line only.
Lemma 3.2. The weight funtion for latties lifting a given line on the Pfaf-
an is w′(Λ′) = 6r2 − min{r2, vp(a15), vp(a25), vp(a24)}. This is independent
of the line hosen.
Proof. The lattie of type (1, 1, 1, 1, pr2, pr2) is in one-to-one orrespon-
dene with the pair of vetors α1 = (a15, a14, a13, a12, 0, 1)
t
and α2 =
12
(a25, a24, a23, a22, 1, 0)
t
, where aij ∈ pZp/(p
r2), so that mod p the span
〈α1, α2〉 denes a line on the Pfaan. With suitable loal oordinate hanges
the ongruenes redue to
g


0 a15 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

 ≡ 0 (mod pr2)
g


0 a25 a24 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ≡ 0 (mod pr2).
Corollary 3.3. For a mixed lattie of type (1, . . . , 1, pr2, pr1+r2) any ag
〈α1〉 ≤ 〈α1, α2〉 gives the same weight funtion.
Proof. As eah of the lines and eah of the points give the same weight fun-
tion, so does any ag of any point-line ombination. We an thus take the fol-
lowing vetors α1 = (a15, a14, a13, a12, a11, 1)
t
and α2 = (a25, a24, a23, a22, 1, 0)
t
,
where a2j ∈ pZp/(p
r2), a1j ∈ pZp/(p
r1+r2) for 2 ≤ j ≤ 5, a11 ∈ pZp/(p
r1).
With suitable hane of loal oordinates the ongruene onditions look like
g


0 a15 0 0
−a15 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

 ≡ 0 (mod pr1+r2)
g


0 a25 a24 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ≡ 0 (mod pr2),
from whih we an read o the weight funtion to be w′(Λ′) = 6r2 + 5r1 −
min{r1, vp(a15)} −min{r1 + r2, vp(a15), vp(a25) + r1, vp(a24) + r1}.
However, with planes we need to be more areful. As planes are the
highest dimensional linear subspae on the quadri, there are two families of
planes, and as we shall see, these rulings do not behave equally; only one of
them gives a dierent weight funtion. The variety of the planes is smooth,
thus it is enough to onsider a representative in eah one of the rulings.
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Lemma 3.4. The plane generated by the vetors α1 = (1, 0, 0, a33, a34, a35)
t
,
α2 = (0, 1, 0, a23, a24, a25)
t
and α3 = (0, 0, 1, a13, a14, a15)
t
, aij ∈ pZp/(p
r3)
lies on the Pfaan mod p, but doesn't give a dierent weight funtion. For
this half of the planes the weight funtion is w′(Λ′) = 7r3 whih is also the
weight funtion for planes outside the Pfaan. There are (p2+1)(p+1) suh
planes.
Proof. It is easy to see that the plane spanned by 〈α1, α2, α3〉 is on the
Pfaan mod p. The ongruene onditions mod p are g · M(αi) ≡ 0
mod p for i = 1, 2, 3, and
g


0 1 0 0
−1 0 a33 a34
0 −a33 0 a35
0 −a34 −a35 0

 ≡ 0 (mod pr3)
g


0 0 1 0
0 0 a23 a24
−1 −a23 0 a25
0 −a24 −a25 0

 ≡ 0 (mod pr3)
g


0 0 0 1
0 0 a13 a14
0 −a13 0 a15
−1 −a14 −a15 0

 ≡ 0 (mod pr3).
This set of equations has rank 4, and thus the weight funtion is w′(Λ′) =
7r3 whih is also the weight funtion for planes outside the Pfaan.
Lemma 3.5. For the other (p2 + 1)(p + 1) of planes the weight funtion is
w′(Λ′) = 7r3 −min{r3, vp(a15), vp(a25), vp(a24), vp(a35), vp(a34), vp(a33)}.
Proof. The other family of planes an be represented by the span of the
three vetors α1 = (a15, a14, a13, 0, 0, 1)
t
, α2 = (a25, a24, a23, 0, 1, 0)
t
, α3 =
(a35, a34, a33, 1, 0, 0), where aij ∈ pZp/(p
r3). With a suitable hange of loal
oordinates the ongruene onditions look like.
g


0 a15 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

 ≡ 0 (mod pr3)
g


0 a25 a24 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ≡ 0 (mod pr3)
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g

0 a35 a34 a33
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ≡ 0 (mod pr3)
We an read o the weight funtion to be as laimed.
Corollary 3.6. For the mixed latties ontaining the type
(1, . . . , pr3, pr2+r3 , pr1+r2+r3) r3 > 0 and r1, r2 ≥ 0 we need to onsider
the planes that give a dierent weight funtion only. Other planes redue
this to the two-dimensional ase.
Proof. For mixed latties orresponding to the vetors α3 =
(1, a34, a33, a32, a31, a30), α
2 = (0, 1, a23, a22, a21, a20), α
1 =
(0, 0, 1, a12, a11, a10) the rank of matries on the level of planes is four.
Lemma 3.7. The weight funtion for mixed latties where the plane is not
one of the rank four planes is
w′(Λ′) =7r3 + 6r2 + 5r1 −min{r1, vp(a15)}
−min{r1 + r2 + r3, vp(a15), vp(a25) + r1, vp(a24) + r1,
vp(a35) + r1 + r2, vp(a34) + r1 + r2, vp(a33) + r1 + r2}.
(8)
Proof. We ount over latties of elementary divisor type
(1, 1, 1, pr3, pr2+r3 , pr1+r2+r3). The latties Λ′ lifting this ag are in
one-to-one orrespondene with the three of vetors enoded as olumns of
the matrix. Call the vetors α3, α2 and α1, respetively,

a35 a25 a15
a34 a24 a14
a33 a23 a13
1 a22 a12
0 1 a11
0 0 1


where a35, a34, a33 ∈ pZp/(p
r3), a25, a24, a23 ∈ pZp/(p
r2+r3), a22 ∈
pZp/(p
r2), a15, a14, a13 ∈ pZp/(p
r1+r2+r3), a12 ∈ pZp/(p
r1+r2), a11 ∈ pZp/(p
r1).
So what we are required to do is to solve the following ongruenes:
g ·M(α3) ≡ 0 (mod pr3)
g ·M(α2) ≡ 0 (mod pr2+r3)
g ·M(α1) ≡ 0 (mod pr1+r2+r3)
(9)
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simultaneously.
With suitable loal oordinate hanges the onditions redue to
g


0 a15 0 0
−a15 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

 ≡ 0 (mod pr1+r2+r3)
g


0 a25 a24 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ≡ 0 (mod pr2+r3)
g


0 a35 a34 a33
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ≡ 0 (mod pr3)
The expliit weight funtion for this is
w′(Λ′) =7r3 + 6r2 + 5r1 −min{r1, vp(a15)}
−min{r1 + r2 + r3, vp(a15), vp(a25) + r1, vp(a24) + r1,
vp(a35) + r1 + r2, vp(a34) + r1 + r2, vp(a33) + r1 + r2}.
(10)
Other types of mixed latties ontaining r3 are obtained by putting either
of r1 or r2 equal to zero in the formula above.
4 Generating funtions
Reall from (3) that the zeta funtion takes the shape
ζ⊳F2,4(s) = ζZ4,p(s)ζp(10s− 24) · A(p, p
−s). (11)
We an deompose the generating funtion A(p, p−s) further to run over
latties of xed type, and write it as
A(p, p−s) =
∑
I⊆{1,...,d′−1}
AI(p, p
−s) (12)
where
AI(p, p
−s) =
∑
ν(Λ′)=I
pdw(Λ
′)−sw′(Λ′)µ(Λ′), (13)
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Λ′ is a representative lattie of type I, and µ(Λ′) is its multipliity.
However, the above is still not the optimal way to deompose things; we
somehow need to involve the dependene on the geometri piees whih give
a dierent weight funtion. A more subtle deomposition is needed.
Let us denote by {i∗}, i = 1, 2, 3 those latties of type {i} that lift a
given i−1-dimensional linear subspae of the projetive spae P5 that lies on
the Pfaan and aordingly by Ai∗ the generating funtion ounting along
these latties. Similarly for mixed latties. For instane, we have the latties
{1∗, 2∗} whih lift a ag of type F1,2 onsisting of a line ontaining a point on
the Pfaan, and A1∗,2∗ for the orresponding generating funtion. In short,
AI denotes the generating funtion along latties of type I and the extra
stars on elements I just tell if this part of the lattie has lifted a ag variety
that lies on the Pfaan hypersurfae.
4.1 Indexing
The indexing in this ase has to be done arefully in order to take all
the possibilities into aount and we shall use the indexing set I ⊂
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1∗, 2∗, 3∗}, suh that if i ∈ I then i∗ 6∈ I and if j∗ ∈ I then
k 6∈ I when k ≤ j.
Now the generating funtion A(p, p−s) an be split into parts
A(p, p−s) =
∑
I⊆{1,...,5}
cI,pAI(p, p
−s) +
∑
I=1∗∪J2
J2⊆{2,...,5}
cI,pAI(p, p
−s) +
∑
I=J1∪2∗∪J2
J1⊆{1
∗}
J2⊆{3,4,5}
cI,pAI(p, p
−s)
+
∑
I=J1∪3∗∪J2
J1⊆{1
∗,2∗}
J2⊆{4,5}
cI,pAI(p, p
−s), (14)
where AI(p, p
−s) are as in (13) and cI,p are oeients depending on the type
of lattie and number of Fp-points on ertain varieties, and an be expliitly
written down as polynomials in p.
In order to write down the oeients cI,p we need some denitions. Let
ni(p) be the number of Fp-rational points of the Fano varieties of (i − 1)-
dimensional subspaes on the Pfaan hypersurfae. In the ase of planes,
however, we need to take the number of planes on the ruling that gave the
dierent weight funtion. Expliitly
n1(p) = (p
2 + 1)(p2 + p+ 1),
n2(p) = (p+ 1)(p
2 + 1)(p2 + p+ 1),
n3(p) = (p
2 + 1)(p+ 1).
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So in this example we have n3(p) = (p
2 + 1)(p + 1) but really there are
P3(p) = 2(p
2+1)(p+1) Fp-points on the Fano variety of planes on a quadri
four-fold.
Now we an expliitly desribe the oeients cI,p appearing in the
generating funtion. Let us denote by bI(p) the number of points on
the ag variety dened by latties of type I. We also write I − k to
mean the type of lattie we get if we subtrat from eah index i ∈ I, the
number k, so if I = {4, 5, 6} then I−3 = {1, 2, 3}. With this notation we have
1) If I ⊆ {1, . . . , 5} and I = {i1, . . . , in}, then
cI,p =
(
6− i1 − · · · − in−1
in−1 − in
)
p
. . .
(
6− i1
i1 − i2
)
p
((
6
i1
)
p
− ni1(p)
)
= bI(p)− bI−i1(p)ni1(p).
2) If I = {i1, . . . , in, k
∗, j1, . . . , jr}, then
cI,p =
(
6− k − · · · − jr−1
jr − jr−1
)
p
. . .
(
6− k − j1
j2 − j1
)
p
·
·
((
6− k
k − j1
)
p
nk(p)
(
k − i1 · · · − in
in − in−1
)
p
. . .
(
k
i1
)
p
− nj1(p)
(
j1 − i1 − . . . in
k − in
)
p
. . .
(
j1
i1
)
p
)
= bJ2−k(p)nk(p)bJ1(p)− bJ2−(k−j1)(p)nk+1(p)bJ1∪k(p).
To see exatly where in the zeta funtion we have the dependene on the
Fp-points of a Fano variety, let us now rearrange (14) into the form
A(p, p−s) = W0(p, p
−s)+n1(p)W1(p, p
−s)+n2(p)W2(p, p
−s)+n3(p)W3(p, p
−s).
(15)
From the formulae for the oeients cI,p we see that the only cI,p that
don't depend on any of the ni(p) ome from the rst summand, and so we
get
W0(p, p
−s) =
∑
I⊆{1,...,5}
bI(p)AI(p, p
−s). (16)
We also observe that n1(p) appears only in the rst two summands in
(14) and thus
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W1(p, p
−s) =
∑
I=1∗∪J2
J2⊆{2,...,5}
bI−1(p)AI(p, p
−s)−
∑
I=1∪J2
J2⊆{2,...,5}
bI−1(p)AI(p, p
−s)
=
∑
I⊆{2,...,5}
bI−1(p)(A1∗∪I(p, p
−s)− A1∪I(p, p
−s)).
Similarly we extrat the dependene on n2(p) and notie that it appears only
in the rst two summands of (14)
W2(p, p
−s) =
∑
I=J1∪2∗∪J2
J1⊆{1
∗}
J2⊆{3,4,5}
bJ2−2(p)bJ1(p)AI(p, p
−s)−
∑
I=J1∪2∪J2
J1⊆{1
∗}
J2⊆{3,4,5}
bJ2−2(p)bJ1(p)AI(p, p
−s)
=
∑
J1⊆{1∗}
J2⊆{3,4,5}
bJ2−2(p)bJ1(p)(AJ1∪2∗∪J2(p, p
−s)−AJ1∪2∪J2(p, p
−s))
And nally we do the same for n3(p) and get
W3(p, p
−s) =
∑
I=J1∪3∗∪J2
J1⊆{1
∗,2∗}
J2⊆{4,5}
bJ2−3(p)bJ1(p)AI(p, p
−s)−
∑
I=J1∪3∪J2
J1⊆{1
∗,2∗}
J2⊆{4,5}
bJ2−3(p)bJ1(p)AI(p, p
−s)
=
∑
J1⊆{1∗,2∗}
J2⊆{4,5}
bJ2−3(p)bJ1(p)(AJ1∪3∗∪J2(p, p
−s)− AJ1∪3∪J2(p, p
−s))
4.2 Igusa fators
We observe the fator In(U) appearing frequently in the formulae. In this
setion we see that it is a natural part of the zeta funtions.
Denition 4.1. In an expression of the form
Wi(X, Y ) = Id′−i−1(Xd′−1, . . . , Xi+1)Ei(Xi, Yi)Ii−1(Yi−1, . . . , Y1)
we shall all the fator Id′−i−1(X) the upper Igusa fator and the fator
Ii−1(Y) the lower Igusa fator.
Some of Voll's work has onerned the Igusa fator, for instane his for-
mula for the normal zeta funtion of the so-alled Grenham groups in [13℄ is
ompletely of this form. There he also observed the existene of the upper
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Igusa fator in the formula of W1(p, p
−s). The existene of the lower Igusa
fator is reorded here publily for the rst time. However, it did appear in
the alulation of the Segre example [11℄ where the Pfaan hypersurfae was
the Segre surfae.
Let us now start to alulate and determine where these fators ome
from.
For ompleteness we shall alulate W0(p, p
−s) here again, and in this
ontext using the µ-funtion.
Lemma 4.2 (Voll).
W0(p, p
−s) =
∑
I⊆{1,...,5}
bI(p)AI(p, p
−s) =
∑
I⊆{1,...,5}
bI(p
−1)
∏
i∈I
Xi
1−Xi
, (17)
where Xi = p
i(10−i)−(4+i)s
for i = 1, . . . , 5.
Proof. Using the lemma 2.7 we an write∑
I⊆{1,...,5}
bI(p)AI(p, p
−s)
=
∑
I⊆{1,...,5}
bI(p)
∏
i∈I
∞∑
ri=1
p4iri−(4+i)risp− dimFIp
∑
i∈I(6−i)iri
=
∑
I⊆{1,...,5}
bI(p
−1)
∏
i∈I
∞∑
ri=1
pi(10−i)ri−(4+i)ris
=
∑
I⊆{1,...,5}
bI(p
−1)
∏
i∈I
pi(10−i)−(4+i)s
1− pi(10−i)−(4+i)s
.
4.3 Extrating the upper Igusa fator
For simpliity of notation we shall ignore the variables p and p−s from the
generating funtions and use only AI to denote AI(p, p
−s).We shall also from
now on forget the p−adi valuations vp(aij) in the min-expressions and will
write, for example, min{r1, a15} instead of min{r1, vp(a15)}.
We an rst simplify our formulae by summing out most of the variables.
We do this in the next two lemmas.
Lemma 4.3.
(AJ1∪i∗∪J2 −AJ1∪i∪J2) = p
− dimFJ2−iA˜J2 · (AJ1∪i∗ − AJ1∪i), (18)
where A˜J2 =
∏
j2∈J2
Xj2
1−Xj2
and Xj2 = p
(10−j2)j2−s(4+j2)
as before.
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Proof.
(AJ1∪i∗∪J2 −AJ1∪i∪J2) =
∏
j2∈J2
∞∑
rj2=1
p4j2rj2−s(4+j2)rj2
∞∑
ri=1
p4iri−s(4+i)ri ·
·
∏
j1∈J1
∞∑
rj1=1
p4j1rj1−s(4+j1)rj1
∏
i,j∈J1∪i∪J2
j≤i
∑j
k=i rk∑
aij=1
µ(
j∑
k=i
rk, aij)·
· (psmin{
∑
j1∈J1
rj1+ri,aij+r1+···+ri−1} − psmin{
∑
j1∈J1
rj1 ,aij+r1+···+ri−2}).
We an now sum up all those µ-funtions that depend only on rj2 and from
those we get p− dimFJ2−ip
∑
j2∈J2
(6−j2−i)j2rj2
. Moreover we an use the property
of µ that
ri+···+rj∑
aij=1
µ(ri + · · ·+ rj , aij) = p
rk+···+rj
ri+···+rk−1∑
aij=1
µ(ri + · · ·+ rk−1, aij)
to extrat the rj2 from the µ-part as well, as these don't appear in the min-
expressions. Then we get p
∑
j2∈J2
ij2rj2
out of the µ's.
In onlusion, we have extrated
p− dimFJ2−ip
∑
j2∈J2
(6−j2)j2rj2 ,
and we an rewrite
(AJ1∪i∗∪J2 − AJ1∪i∪J2) =
∏
j2∈J2
∞∑
rj2=1
p4j2rj2−s(4+j2)rj2p−dimFJ2−ip
∑
j2∈J2
(6−j2)j2rj2 (AJ1∪i∗ − AJ1∪i)
= p−dimFJ2−i
∏
j2∈J2
∞∑
rj2=1
p(10−j2)rj2−s(4+j2)rj2 (AJ1∪i∗ − AJ1∪i)
= p−dimFJ2−iA˜J2 · (AJ1∪i∗ −AJ1∪i)
Lemma 4.4.
Wi =
∑
J1⊆{1∗,...,i−1∗}
J2⊆{i+1,...,5}
bJ2−i(p)bJ1(p)(AJ1∪i∗∪J2 − AJ1∪i∪J2)
= I5−i(Xi+1, . . . , X5) ·
∑
J1⊆{1∗,...,i−1∗}
bJ1(p)(AJ1∪i∗ − AJ1∪i)
with the poles Xk = p
k(10−k)−(4+k)s
for k = i+ 1, . . . , 5.
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Proof.
Wi =
∑
J1⊆{1∗,...,i−1∗}
J2⊆{i+1,...,5}
bJ2−i(p)bJ1(p)(AJ1∪i∗∪J2 − AJ1∪i∪J2)
=
∑
J1⊆{1∗,...,i−1∗}
J2⊆{i+1,...,5}
bJ2−i(p)bJ1(p)p
−dimFJ2−iAJ2 · (AJ1∪i∗ −AJ1∪i)
=
∑
J2⊆{i+1,...,5}
∑
J1⊆{1∗,...,i−1∗}
bJ2−i(p
−1)bJ1(p)AJ2 · (AJ1∪i∗ − AJ1∪i)
=
∑
J2⊆{i+1,...,5}
bJ2−i(p
−1)AJ2
∑
J1⊆{1∗,...,i−1∗}
bJ1(p)(AJ1∪i∗ − AJ1∪i)
= I5−i(Xi+1, . . . , X5) ·
∑
J1⊆{1∗,...,i−1∗}
bJ1(p)(AJ1∪i∗ −AJ1∪i).
Corollary 4.5. Using the above lemma we an write the rational funtions
W0(p, p
−s) =
∑
I⊆{1,...,5}
bI(p
−1)
∏
i∈I
Xi
1−Xi
= I5(X1, . . . , X5).
W1(p, p
−s) = I4(X2, . . . , X5) · (A1∗ − A1)
W2(p, p
−s) = I3(X3, X4, X5) ·
∑
J1⊆{1∗}
bJ1(p)(AJ1∪2∗ − AJ1∪2)
W3(p, p
−s) = I2(X4, X5) ·
∑
J1⊆{1∗,2∗}
bJ1(p)(AJ1∪3∗ −AJ1∪3),
where Xi = p
(10−i)i−(4+i)s
for i = 1, . . . , 5.
Thus it is enough to onsider the sums∑
J1⊆{1∗,...,i−1∗}
bJ1(p)(AJ1∪i∗ − AJ1∪i),
and that is what we shall do in the next setion.
4.4 The lower Igusa fator
From the orollary 4.5 we reall the form of W2(p, p
−s) as
W2(p, p
−s) = I3(X3, X4, X5) ·
∑
J1⊆{1∗}
bJ1(p)(AJ1∪2∗ − AJ1∪2) (19)
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Here we need to alulate two terms, namely (A2∗ − A2) and (A1∗,2∗ −
A1∗,2).
We shall start with the latter. This example demonstrates very well the
general idea and isn't too hard to do expliitly.
Lemma 4.6.
(A1∗,2∗ − A1∗,2) = p
− dimF{1}
Y1
1− Y1
(A2∗ − A2), (20)
where Y1 = p
8−3s
.
Corollary 4.7.∑
J1⊆{1∗}
bJ1(p)(AJ1∪2∗ −AJ1∪2) = I1(Y1)(A2∗ − A2).
Proof. (Proof of orollary 4.7)
∑
J1⊆{1∗}
bJ1(p)(AJ1∪2∗ − AJ1∪2) = (1 + b1(p)p
−1 Y1
1− Y1
)(A2∗ − A2)
= I1(Y1)(A2∗ − A2)
by denition of the Igusa fator.
So we have proved that W2(p, p
−s) is of the form laimed. It is left to
prove the lemma. This is the rst example of a proess I all extrating the
lower Igusa fator.
Proof. (Proof of lemma 4.6) For simpliity, let us write T := p−s.
A1∗,2∗ − A1∗,2 =
∞∑
r2=1
p8r2T 6r2
∞∑
r1=1
p4r1T 5r1
r1+r2∑
a15,a14,a13,a12=1
µ(r1 + r2; a15, a14, a13, a12)
r1∑
a11=1
µ(r1, a11)
r2∑
a25,a24,a23,a22=1
µ(r2; a25, a24, a23, a22)·
· (T−min{r1,a15}−min{r1+r2,a15,a25+r1,a24+r1} − T−2min{r1,a15}).
First we an see that some variables are independent and an be summed
separately. We shall write
∑r1
a11=1
µ(r1, a11) = p
r1−1
and more importantly
r1+r2∑
a15,a14,a13,a12=1
µ(r1+r2; a15, a14, a13, a12) = p
3r1
r2∑
a14,a13,a12=1
µ(r2; a14, a13, a12)
r1+r2∑
a15=1
µ(r1+r2, a15).
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Denoting a = (a14, a13, a12, a25, a24, a23, a22) and inserting the above two
simpliations we an write our summations as
A1∗,2∗ − A1∗,2 =p
−1
∞∑
r2=1
p4r2T 6r2
r2∑
a=1
µ(r2; a)
∞∑
r1=1
p8r1T 5r1
r1+r2∑
a15=1
µ(r1 + r2, a15)·
· (T−min{r1,a15}−min{r1+r2,a15,a25+r1,a24+r1} − T−2min{r1,a15}).
Write
B(r2) =
∞∑
r1=1
p8r1T 5r1
r1+r2∑
a15=1
µ(r1 + r2, a15)·
· (T−min{r1,a15}−min{r1+r2,a15,a25+r1,a24+r1} − T−2min{r1,a15})
and start to deompose this aording r1 = 1 and r1 ≥ 2, in the latter ase
hange the variable r′1 = 1 + r1:
B(r2) = p
8T 5
1+r2∑
a15=1
µ(1 + r2, a15)·
· (T−1−min{1+r2,a15,a25+1,a24+1} − T−2min{1,a15})
+ p8T 5
∞∑
r′1=1
p8r1T 5r1
1+r′1+r2∑
a15=1
µ(1 + r′1 + r2, a15)·
· (T−min{1+r
′
1,a15}−min{1+r
′
1+r2,a15,a25+r
′
1+1,a24+r
′
1+1} − T−2min{1+r
′
1,a15}).
Now if a15 = 1 all themin-expressions will take value 1 and so the subtra-
tion will anel all these parts. Thus we an assume that a15 ≥ 2. Moreover,
we an hange the range of summation
1+r′1∑
a15=2
µ(1 + r′1, a15) =
r′1∑
a15=1
µ(r′1, a15)
and note that min{1+ r′1, 1+ a15} = 1+min{r
′
1, a15}. Now we an write the
summations in the form
B(r2) = p
8T 3
r2∑
a15=1
µ(r2, a15)·
· (T−min{r2,a15,a25,a24} − 1)
+ p8T 3
∞∑
r′1=1
p8r1T 5r1
r′1+r2∑
a15=1
µ(r′1 + r2, a15)·
· (T−min{r
′
1,a15}−min{r
′
1+r2,a15,a25+r
′
1,a24+r
′
1} − T−2min{r
′
1,a15}).
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Inserting this bak to A1∗,2∗ −A1∗,2 we obtain that
(1− p8T 3)(A1∗,2∗ −A1∗,2) = p
−1p8T 3(A2∗ − A2), (21)
and thus
(A1∗,2∗ −A1∗,2) = p
−1 Y1
1− Y1
(A2∗ − A2)
where Y1 = p
8T 3 as laimed.
Calulating W3(p, p
−s) is very similar to W2(p, p
−s). We just have some
more summands to onsider.
Proposition 4.8.∑
J1⊆{1∗,2∗}
bJ1(p)(AJ1∪3∗ − AJ1∪3) = I2(Y1, Y2) · (A3∗ −A3). (22)
Let us state the lemmas needed
Lemma 4.9.
(A1∗∪3∗ − A1∗∪3) = p
− dimF1
Y1
1− Y1
(A3∗ − A3)
Lemma 4.10.
(A2∗∪3∗ − A2∗∪3) = p
− dimF2
Y2
1− Y2
(A3∗ − A3)
Lemma 4.11.
(A1∗,2∗∪3∗ − A1∗,2∗∪3) = p
−dimF1,2
Y2
1− Y2
Y1
1− Y1
(A3∗ − A3)
Proof. The above three lemmas are proved in exatly the same way as lemma
4.6  in the proof of lemma 4.11 we just need to do the proedure twie.
Proof. (of proposition 4.8) By the above lemmas
∑
J1⊆{1∗,2∗}
bJ1(p)(AJ1∪3∗ − AJ1∪3) =
∑
J1⊆{1∗,2∗}
bJ1(p
−1)
∏
j1∈J1
Yj1
1− Yj1
= I2(Y1, Y2) · (A3∗ −A3).
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4.5 The exeptional fator and nal formulae
Finally we need to alulate the exeptional fator Ei = (Ai∗ − Ai).
Proposition 4.12. Let d = h(Gab) be the torsion-free rank of the abeliani-
sation and d′ = h(Z(G)) the torsion-free rank of the entre. Let ni = ci + di
where ni is the dimension of the spae of i − 1-dimensional linear subspae
in Pd
′−1
, di the dimension of the Fano variety of i − 1-dimensional linear
subspae of the Pfaan, and ci the odimension of the same objet. Then
Ai∗ −Ai =
∞∑
ri=1
ri∑
b1=1
ri∑
b2=1
· · ·
ri∑
bni=1
µ(ri; b1, b2, . . . , bni)p
idriT (d+i)ri(T−tmin{ri,b1,b2,...,bci} − 1)
=
pdiT d+i−t(1− T t)
(1− pid+diT d+i−t)(1− pdi+niT d+i)
where t = 2 in the ase of points and t = 1 in the ase of lines and higher
dimensional Fano varieties.
To prove the proposition, we use the following ruial lemma.
Lemma 4.13.
∞∑
ri=1
ri∑
b1=1
ri∑
b2=1
· · ·
ri∑
bci=1
µ(ri; b1, b2, . . . , bci)p
(id+di)riT (d+i)riT−tmin{a,b1,b2,...,bci}
=
pid+diT d+i−t(1− pid+diT d+i)
(1− pid+diT d+i−t)(1− pid+di+ciT d+i)
Now we an prove the proposition.
Proof. (of proposition 4.12.)
Ai∗ −Ai =
∞∑
ri=1
ri∑
b1=1
ri∑
b2=1
· · ·
ri∑
bni=1
µ(ri; b1, b2, . . . , bn)p
idriT (d+i)riT−tmin{ri,b1,b2,...,bci}
−
∞∑
ri=1
ri∑
b1=1
ri∑
b2=1
· · ·
ri∑
bni=1
µ(ri; b1, b2, . . . , bn)p
idriT (d+i)ri
First we sum all the bi's that don't appear in the min-expression using
the properties of the µ-funtion:
Ai∗ −Ai = p
−di
∞∑
ri=1
ri∑
b1=1
ri∑
b2=1
· · ·
ri∑
bci=1
µ(ri, b1, b2, . . . , bci)p
(id+di)riT (d+i)riT−tmin{ri;b1,b2,...,bci}
− p−(di+ci)
∞∑
ri=1
p(id+di+ci)riT (d+i)ri
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Now using lemma 4.13 and summation of geometri progressions we get
Ai∗ − Ai = p
−di
pid+diT d+i−t(1− pid+diT d+i)
(1− pid+diT d+i−t)(1− pid+di+ciT d+i)
− p−(di+ci)
pid+di+ci
1− pid+ci+diT d+i
,
and by a routine alulation we get the formula given in the orollary.
And nally, the proof of lemma 4.13 depends on the following ombina-
torial observations:
Lemma 4.14.
ri+1∑
b1=1
ri+1∑
b2=1
· · ·
ri+1∑
bci=1
µ(ri + 1; b1, b2, . . . , bci)T
−tmin{ri+1,b1,b2,...,bci}
= T−t
ri∑
b1=1
ri∑
b2=1
· · ·
ri∑
bci=1
µ(ri; b1, b2, . . . , bci)T
−tmin{ri,b1,b2,...,bci} + T−tpciri(1− p−ci)
Lemma 4.15.
pnk(1−p−n) =
(
n
1
)
pk(1−p−1)(pk−1)n−1+
(
n
2
)
(pk(1−p−1))2(pk−1)n−2+· · ·+(pk(1−p−1))n
Proof. Binomial theorem.
Lemma 4.16.
ri+1∑
b1=2
ri+1∑
b2=2
· · ·
ri+1∑
bci=2
µ(ri + 1; b1, b2, . . . , bci)T
−tmin{ri+1,b1,b2,...,bci}
= T−t
ri∑
b1=1
ri∑
b2=1
· · ·
ri∑
bci=1
µ(ri; b1, b2, . . . , bci)T
−tmin{ri,b1,b2,...,bci}
Proof. Change the range of summation and observe that µ is invariant under
this ation.
Next we prove lemma 4.14.
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Proof. We split the range of summation into two parts aording to whether
the min-expression takes value equal or greater than 1. Then
ri+1∑
b1=1
· · ·
ri+1∑
bci=1
µ(ri + 1; b1, . . . , bci)T
−tmin{ri+1,b1,...,bci} =
= T−t(number of terms for whih min is = 1)+
+
ri+1∑
b1=2
· · ·
ri+1∑
bci=2
µ(ri + 1; b1, . . . , bci)T
−tmin{ri+1,b1...,bci}
= T−t · (no of {min=1}) + T−t
ri∑
b1=1
· · ·
ri∑
bci=1
µ(ri; , b1, . . . , bci)T
−tmin{ri,b1,...,bci}
by lemma 4.16. Now all that is left is to ount the terms for whih min = 1.
As all the bi are integers between 1 and ri + 1, the only way that min{ri +
1, b1, . . . , bci} = 1 is when one or more of the bi = 1. Note that µ(ri +1, 1) =
pri(1−p−1), and
∑ri+1
bi=2
µ(ri+1, bi) = p
ri−1
, so with these we have multipliity(
ci
r
)
(pr(1−p−1))m(pri−1)ci−m when exatly m of the bi are equal to one. Now
putting these together and using lemma 4.15 we have the multipliity of T−t
pciri(1− p−ci) as laimed. This proves lemma 4.14.
And then nally lemma 4.13:
Proof. (of lemma 4.13) Write
A′i∗ =
∞∑
ri=1
p(id+di)riT (d+i)ri
ri∑
b1=1
ri∑
b2=1
· · ·
ri∑
bci=1
µ(ri; b1, b2, . . . , bci)T
−tmin{ri,b1,b2,...,bci}
We split A′i∗ into piees when ri = 1 and ri ≥ 2 and in the latter we hange
the variable ri = k + 1.
A′i∗ = p
id+diT d+i−t+
+ pid+diT d+i
∞∑
k=1
p(id+di)kT (d+i)k
k+1∑
b1=1
· · ·
k+1∑
bci=1
µ(k + 1; b1, b2, . . . , bci)T
−tmin{k+1,b1,b2,...,bci}
= pid+diT d+i−t+
+ pid+diT d+i−t
∞∑
k=1
p(id+di)kT (d+i)k
k∑
b1=1
· · ·
k∑
bci=1
µ(k, b1, b2, . . . , bci)T
−tmin{k;b1,b2,...,bci}
+ (1− p−ci)pid+diT d+i−t
∞∑
k=1
p(id+di+ci)kT (d+i)k,
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using lemma 4.14. Now
(1− p(id+di)T d+i−t)A′i∗ = p
id+diT d+i−t + (1− p−ci)pid+diT d+i−t
∞∑
k=1
p(id+di+ci)kT (d+i)k
= pid+diT d+i−t + (1− p−ci)pid+diT d+i−t
pid+di+ciT d+i
1− pid+di+ciT d+i
,
just summing up the geometri progressions. Now rearranging our rational
funtions we get
A′i∗ =
pid+diT d+i−t(1− pid+diT d+i)
(1− pid+diT d+i−t)(1− pid+di+ciT d+i)
as laimed.
5 Funtional equation
The funtional equation in this example is now an easy orollary of the
general shape of the zeta funtion. It is onjetured in [4℄ Conjeture 5.47 that
all uniform zeta funtions of lass two nilpotent groups satisfy the funtional
equation
ζ⊳G,p(s)|p 7→p−1 = (−1)
d+d′p(
d+d′
2 )−(2d+d
′)s · ζ⊳G,p(s).
Reall from [12℄ the observation that
ζ⊳G,p(s)|p 7→p−1 = (−1)
d+d′p(
d+d′
2 )−(2d+d
′)s · ζ⊳G,p(s)⇔
A(p, T )|p 7→p−1 = (−1)
d′−1p(
d′
2 ) · A(p, T ).
We an also observe that in our deomposition of
A(p, T ) = W0(p, T ) +
3∑
i=1
ni(p)Wi(p, T )
it is enough to show that eah of the summands satises the same funtional
equation as A(p, T ) satises. In this example d = 4 and d′ = 6, but we do
this in general, sine the funtional equation doesn't depend on the atual
numerial values d and d′ take.
It is known at least from [13℄ and an in fat be expliitly observed that
Ik(U)|Ui 7→U−1i
= (−1)kp(
k+1
2 )Ik(U),
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where Ui = p
ai−bis.
So in eah of
Wi(X, Y ) = Id′−i−1(Xd′−1, . . . , Xi+1)Ei(Xi, Yi)Ii−1(Yi−1, . . . , Y1)
we have a funtional equations from the Igusa fators as (−1)d
′−i−1p(
d′−i
2 )
and
(−1)i−1p(
i
2), and it is left to see what is the funtional equation on Ei. But
this is now easy sine we have the expliit formula
Ei(Xi, Yi) =
p−diYi − p
−niXi
(1−Xi)(1− Yi)
,
and we see that
Ei(Xi, Yi)| 7→p−1 = p
ni+diEi(Xi, Yi).
Here ni = i(d
′ − i) and di = the dimension of the Fano variety of (i − 1)-
dimensional linear subspaes on P.
If we know observe that for i = 1, 2, 3 the points on the Fano varieties
have funtional equations ni(p)|p 7→p−1 = p
−dini(p), sine these ni(p) are poly-
nomials in p with nie symmetry properties.
So putting all of these together
Wi(p, T )|p 7→p−1 = (−1)
d′−i−1+(i−1)p(
d′−i
2 )+ni+(
i
2)Wi(p, T ),
and as
(
d′−i
2
)
+ ni +
(
i
2
)
=
(
d′
2
)
we have that
Wi(p, T )|p 7→p−1 = (−1)
d′p(
d′
2 )Wi(p, T )
as required. This proves the funtional equation.
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